Various well-known statistical measures like López-Ruiz, Mancini, Calbet (LMC) and Fisher-Shannon complexity have been explored for confined isotropic harmonic oscillator (CHO) in composite position (r ) and momentum ( p) spaces. To get a deeper insight about CHO, a more generalized form of these quantities with Rényi entropy (R) is invoked here. The importance of scaling parameter in the exponential part is also investigated. R is estimated considering order of entropic moments α, β as ( 2 3 , 3) in r and p spaces respectively. Explicit results of these measures with respect to variation of confinement radius r c is provided systematically for first eight energy states, namely, 1s, 1 p, 1d, 2s, 1 f , 2 p, 1g and 2d. This investigation advocates that (i) CHO may be treated as a missing-link between PISB and IHO (ii) an increase in number of nodes takes the system towards order. A detailed analysis of these complexity measures reveals several other hitherto unreported interesting features.
introduction
Quantum particles undergo dramatic changes in their chemical and physical properties under extreme pressure. Such situations may be achieved by shifting their spatial boundary from infinity to finite region [1] . The effect of boundary condition and boundary limit on various observable properties such as energy spectrum, transition frequency, transition probability, polarizability, chemical reactivity, ionization potential etc., were studied in considerable detail in last 10 years [2, 3] . These systems have their comprehensive and potential application in nano-science and technology, condensed matter physics, semiconductor physics, quantum dot, quantum wells and quantum wires, etc [2, 3] .
From the beginning of this century there has been a thriving interest in exploring statistical quantities namely, Fisher information (I ), Onicescu energy (E), Shannon entropy (S) and Rényi entropy (R) as signifier of certain chemical, physical properties of a quantum system. In the same direction, complexity, another topical concept, is directly concerned to aforesaid measures and illustrates their combined effect. A global definition of complexity has not yet been possible. But it may be treated as a demonstrator of pattern, structure or correlation related with the distribution function in a given system. It depends on the scale of inspection, and comprises an important area of investigation with contemporary interest in chaotic systems, spatial patterns, language, multi-electronic systems, molecular or DNA analysis, social science, astrophysics and cosmology [4] [5] [6] [7] etc.
A quantum harmonic oscillator is a complex system; circumscribing its oscillation within an impenetrable region makes it even more impressive according to a complex world [8, 9] . Complexity, in a system, is introduced by disrupting certain rules of symmetry. A system possesses finite complexity when it is either in a state having less than some maximal order or not at a state of equilibrium. In a nutshell, it vanishes at two limiting cases, viz., when a system is (i) completely ordered (maximum distance from equilibrium) or (ii) at equilibrium (maximum disorder) [9] . Overall it provides a characteristic idea of distribution in a system and is deliberated as a general descriptor of structure and correlation. In literature several definitions are available; some of them are Shiner, Davidson, Landsberg (SDL) [10] [11] [12] , López-Ruiz, Mancini, Calbet (LMC) shape (C L MC ) [13] [14] [15] [16] , Fisher-Shannon (C I S ) [17] [18] [19] , Cramér-Rao [19] [20] [21] or Generalized Rényi-like complexity [22] [23] [24] [25] , generalized relative complexity measures [26] etc.
Without any loss of generality, the statistical measure of complexity, may be defined as a product of ordered and disordered parameters in the following form,
where H represents the information content and D narrates an idea of concentration of spatial distribution. For a normalized continuous distribution p(r) these two quantities were expressed [13] in the form H = −k p(r)log p(r)dr (k is a positive constant) and D = p 2 (r)dr. But, this definition of C L MC was criticized [27] due to its inability to satisfy necessary conditions such as reaching minimal values for both extremely ordered and disordered limits, invariance under scaling, translation and replication. Therefore, this model was modified [28] , giving rise to the expression,
Here, S quantifies the information of a given system and has the mathematical form − p(r)log p(r)dr. Principally C LMC quantifies the interaction between intrinsic information hidden in a system, and measure of a probabilistic distribution amongst its observed parts. It has potential application in several fields like detection of periodic, quasi-periodic, linear stochastic, chaotic dynamics [13, 29, 30] and in quantum phase transition [31, 32] . In information theory E measures information content of a system. It sets off to minimum at equilibrium. Hence E signifies a descriptor of order. Whereas information entropies like S, R, become maximum at equilibrium, thereby implying disorder. Complexity quantifies the extent of countervail between order and disorder. In many instances, E is replaced by I . So far in the literature S has been primarily used as disorder parameter. C I S is another measure, attained by changing the pre-exponential global factor in C L MC by a local factor like I . It unites global and local characters while conserving the characteristics of complexity. Effectiveness of C I S can be reviewed by looking at numerous literature available for both free and confined atomic systems, including atomic shell structure, ionization process [18, 19, 21, 33, 34] etc. Recently a more generalized version was also designed that uses R in place of S, in C L MC and C I S [9] . Later, a scaling factor (b) was invoked in exponential part.
About a decade ago, both C L MC and C I S were explored in the context of Bohr-like states of free isotropic harmonic oscillator (IHO) in r , p spaces [35] . However, in confined environment LMC complexity has been investigated only for ground state of some model systems, like, CHO, confined h-atom, particle in spherical box and confined Helium atom [36, 37] . Very recently, the present authors have pursued similar calculations for confined hydrogen atom [38] and found that, parameter b plays a key role in interpreting the property of a system. In this endeavor, our objective is to explore four different types of complexity emerging out of two order (I , E) and two disorder (S, R) parameters, in conjugate spaces, as functions of confinement radius (r c ). We consider two b values available in literature [9] , and these are ( 2 3 for C I S , 1 for C L MC ). All calculations were carried out using exact wave functions of CHO in r space. The p-space wave function is computed by applying numerical Fourier transform of r -space counterpart. In the end, representative calculation are done for eight low-lying states viz., 1s, 1 p, 1d, 2s, 1 f , 2 p, 1g and 2d. Moreover, lately, from a consideration of I , it has been reported that, a CHO may be treated as a bridge between a particle in symmetric box (PISB) and IHO [39] . In this communication we shall re-visit this feature, from a perspective of complexity measures dealt here. Presentation of the article is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief outline of the theoretical method used; Sec. 3 presents a thorough discussion on our results, while we conclude with a few remarks in Sec. 4.
Methodology
The time-independent, non-relativistic wave function for a CHO system, in r space can be written as,
with r and representing radial distance and solid angle successively. Here ψ n,l (r ) denote the radial part and Y l,m ( ) identifies spherical harmonics. The latter has following common form in both r and p spaces (P m l (cos θ) denotes usual associated Legendre polynomial),
The relevant radial Schrödinger equation under the influence of confinement is,
where v(r ) = 1 2 ω 2 r 2 and ω is the oscillator frequency. Our required confinement effect is induced by invoking the following form of potential: v c (r ) = +∞ for r > r c , and 0 for r ≤ r c , where r c denotes radius of confinement.
Exact generalized radial wave function for a CHO is mathematically expressed as [40] ,
Here, N n,l represents normalization constant and E n,l corresponds to the energy of a given state distinguished by quantum numbers n, l, whereas 1 F 1 [a, b, r ] represents confluent hypergeometric function. Allowed energies are obtained by applying the boundary condition ψ n, (0) = ψ n, (r c ) = 0 (except for l = 0 states, only ψ n, (r c ) = 0 ). In this work, generalized pseudospectral (GPS) method was employed to calculate E n,l of these states. This method has provided very accurate results for various model and real systems including atoms, molecules, some of which could be found in the references [41] [42] [43] . This is very well documented and therefore omitted here.
The p-space wave function is obtained from Fourier transform of r -space counterpart,
Here ψ( p) is not normalized and needs to be normalized. Integrating over θ and φ yields,
f (r , p) depends only on l quantum number. It can be expressed in terms of Cos and Sin series. More details about f (r , p) could be found in [44] . The normalized position and momentum electron densities are expressed as,
Without any loss of generality, let us express complexity in a generalized mathematical form as C = Ae b.B . The order (A) and disorder parameters (B) may comprise of (E, I ) and (R, S) respectively. With this in mind, we are interested in the following four quantities,
Shannon entropy of a continuous density distribution is written as ('t' stands for total),
Similarly, Rényi entropy of order α( = 1) is obtained by taking logarithm of α and β-order entropic moments in respective spaces [9] ,
I r , I p for a particle in a central potential may be expressed as [45] ,
Finally, E is given by the following expressions in conjugate space [9] ,
2 (p)dp;
Result and discussion
At the onset it is convenient to point out a few points about this report. The net information measures in conjugate r and p space may be separated into radial and angular segments. In a given space, the results provided correspond to net measures including the angular contributions. One can transform the IHO to a CHO by pressing the radial boundary of former from infinity to a finite region. This change in radial environment does not affect the angular boundary conditions. Therefore, angular part of the information measures in unconfined and confined systems remain unaltered in both spaces. Further as we are solely focused in radial confinement, this will also not influence the characteristics of a given measure as one changes r c . Throughout this report, magnetic quantum number m remains fixed to 0. All the discussed measures of Eq. (10) 
E S modifies to C L MC ; similarly C
I S coincides with C I S at b = 2 3 . In order to simplify the discussion, a few words may be devoted to the notation followed. A uniform symbol C b or der s ,disorder s is used; where the two subscripts refer to two order (E, I ) and disorder (S, R) parameters. Another subscript s is used to specify the space; viz., r , p or t (total). Two scaling parameters b = 2 3 , 1 are identified with superscripts (1), (2) . These measures are offered systematically for 1s, 1 p, 1d, 2s, 1 f , 2 p, 1g and 2d states in conjugate spaces, with r c varying in the range of 0.1-8.0 a.u. Also it is important to point out that, here levels are denoted by n r + 1 and l values [46] . Therefore, as an example, n r = 0, l = 1 signify 1 p state, and n r relates to n as n = 2n r + l. We also note that, in a CHO, the number of nodes increases with n r (but independent on l).
At first, in the bottom row (panels
against r c for all the eight states. Similarly, plots for C
are shown in panels B(a) and B(b) respectively. The lower panels clearly suggest that, C
(1) E r S r decreases and
increases with rise of r c before reaching a threshold corresponding to the IHO. As mentioned in the introduction, the CHO model acts as an intermediate between the PISB and IHO [39] . That means, an increase in r c should lead the system towards It may be noted that in a quantum system number of nodes increases with n r (at a fixed l). Particularly, in a CHO, this varies with n r only (in contrast to, say the H atom, where it depends on both n = n r and l). Hence in this case, the increment in number of nodes takes the system towards the side of ordering. But panel A(b) does not imprint such patterns for C . This observation compliments our previous conjecture that, an increase in number of nodes leads the system towards disequilibrium. It is noticed that, after a certain r c ( 3), both interprets the system better. Hence, we have presented C
at some selected r c values in Table 1 , for 1s, 2s, 1 p, 1d. While for 2 p, 2d, 1 f , 1g states these are produced in Table S1 of SM. These data consolidate the inference drawn from Fig. 1 and S1 . We also see that when CHO approaches to IHO, C
. None of these results could be directly compared with literature data, as no such works have been published before, to the best of our knowledge.
Similarly, bottom row of Fig. 2 interprets the behavior of C 
is more inclined towards disorder
(ii) at a particular l, they accelerate with n r . The first point suggests that, like C
also tells that, with increase in r c the system approaches to IHO from PISB via CHO. The second point says that, an increase/decrease in number of nodes leads the system in the direction of order/disorder respectively. From panel A(b) it is also vivid that, like C E R and C (2) E R , the former offers a more clearer knowledge about the characteristics of CHO, which justifies the quantities produced in Table 2 , namely, C
. These are given for 1s, 1 p, 2s, 1d states at eight suitably chosen r c , whereas Table S2 reports the same for 2 p, 1 f , 2d, 1g states. These results support the conclusions drawn from Fig. 2 and S2. Moreover it is also apparent that, there appears a minimum in C 
(top row B) in CHO with r c for  1s, 1 p, 1d, 2s, 1 f , 2 p, 1g, 2d states. Consult text for more details of quantum number n r . Hence, in practice C (1) E R may possibly be considered a better measure of complexity than C with improvement of n r . However, this pattern is in agreement with C E S and C E R . A careful study of Fig. 3 and S3 suggests that, in case of CHO, both {C
} cannot explain the delocalization of the system from PISB to IHO through the increase in r c . However, the latter offers more transparent pattern than the former one. So, in order to get a quantitative idea, {C Tables 3 (1s, 1 p, 2s, 1d) and S3 (2 p, 2d, 1 f , 1g) . Again no results are available in literature.
Finally, in Fig. 4 the bottom (A(a)-A(b)) and top (B(a)-B(b)) panels provide the behavioral pattern in our last complexity measure, viz., C 
I R is an indicator of order. Like C I R nor C (2) I R can explain the transformation of the system from PISB to IHO via CHO. However the latter measure characterizes the CHO better than the former. Thus latter three measures are given in Table 4 and S4, at some appropriately chosen r c for which no direct comparison could be made. It is hoped that, this study would be useful in future and inspires further work.
Future and outlook
Four different complexity measures namely C E S , C I S , C E R , C I R are investigated for some low-lying states of CHO in composite r and p spaces, keeping m fixed at zero. We have performed the calculations using a global quantity (E) and a local quantity (I ). Both these may be used as measure of or der in a system. All these results are reported here for the first time. Sensitivity of such measures depends on the nature of the particular quantum system under investigation. It is found that, C E S , C E R explain the properties of CHO more effectively than those of C I S , C I R . However, C (1) E S , C (1) E R offer more explicit explanation than C (2) E S , C (2) E R about a given system. On the other side, C (2) I S , C (2) I R describe the behavior of CHO more efficiently compared to C (1) I S , C (1) I R . Hence, considering the nature of complexity measures, it is worthwhile to determine the appropriate value of b. Accurate results for C (1) E S , C (1) E R , C (2) I S , C (2) I R are provided for first eight states of CHO. Further, an investigation of all these quantities in the realm of Rydberg states under different kinds of soft confined environment may be worthwhile pursuing.
